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Wilbur Schramm

Mr. Bowl
Presiden
American
30 Bast d
New Tort

ttee for Liberation
d Street

C(W.-4Liiiiki., •
.SEPARATE COVER. ATTACUMENT -- TO EGNiff.--

Munich,

October 19, 1962

now spent a week at the American Committee headquarters
and, as always, have learned far more from the people
Jiltee than they could possibly have learned from me.

has been no time to write a formal paper for you.
been too much to absorb, too many people to talk to.

am afraid that our idea of assembling a snail group
or a paper will have to wait until a leter time. Rowever,

more than willing to take part in a kind of meeting
t substitute for the one you envisaged. For exemple4 if

to *seeable a group of four or five when Max next
the States, to talk about what Audience Research is now
what more it could do, then I could save time for the

other participants by having become familiar with the operation
and by steering the meeting toward the key questione. 1 should
be delighted to have such a meeting at Stanford, or to take part
in it on the 1;ast coast.

want to set down, in the next few pages, a few notes on my
experts:tee in Munich. My impression in that your Audience Research
department is doing a careful and thorough job, and exercising
considerable ingenuity and imagination. My impression is,
furthermore, that no recent discovery of social science, or no
tool tratsferred from western audience research, is likely to
make any magic change in the amount of information that beoomes
available on your audience. Barring some unexpected new source
of intelligence, what seems to be called for is a continuation
of the careful sifting of data, seeking out of sources, and
insightful interpretation.

Every time I come to Munich I am inpressed by the cruel con-
ditions under which audience research ha g to be done hero. By the
rules of the sane, 95 per cent of all the sophisticated methods
available to field researchers in western countries are foreclosed
from use. I described the process of RL audience research to
some members of the EL staff the other day as being about like
a man fiehing in a murky lake without any hook on his line. He
is unable to see any fish, and practically unable ever to catch
a fish. Only Oceaaionally, by being very attentive, he MA7 feel
• fish brush +dust his dangling line. This is the kind of job
uwIr PA/4ti la it-~41,1r, +A An.
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For his reason, we must be careful not to ask too much of
the resul e of RL audience revearch. We have no reason to suspect
that our =tact* represent a probability sample. Therefore, we
have no r• t to apply the usual statistics of reliability, and
no sclent io eright to ask questions about size of audience or
',iee of s gamuts within it. We must be very careful in saying
anything bout the "profile" of the audienoe. Really about as
far as we can confidently go, on the basis of the contact evidence
we have, s to say that at least theee kiple of people are in
the audio ce.

But he importance of such information should not be under*.
estimated The impressive thing about the audience mail and
interview contacts of EL, as they now sum up, is the Ram A.Lfsm_ifent_
kinds of ersons who have identified themselves as listeners.
They are oung and old, workers and farmers, from many different
parts of he Soviet Union. They are not solely intellectuals
or solely non-intellectuals. Indeed,. Ralis has done a very clever
thing in analyzing the mail for literary quality and correctness.
This literary rating it a good reflection of education. The
significant thing about it is that the letters are almost evenly
distributed over the four levels stipulated. It other words, there
is no reason to think that RL attracts people of one educational
level onle. In this as in other respects, the outatanding thing
about the evidence is the diversity of the people who, according to
the best evidence we have, are in RL's audience.

Now, II should like to invite you to reflect on this apparent
diversity. Does it not seem to mean that the RL audience is
vervunlikely to be one ethnic or religious or educational or
geographiCal minority? 1* it likely to be an audience that
holds attitudes and beliefs which are at great variance with all
the rest Of the Eloviet people? And if there are many different
kinds of listeners, are there probably not different images of
Radio Liberty, or at least is not the image likely to be very
broad? IS the audience image of the radio not likely to be at
variance *ith the stereotyped evil image which the Soviet media
and party try to inculcate? I shall not carry this speculative
analysis any further, but suggest that you eight find it interest-
ing to consider some of the further implications.

The eedienee data, within their diversity, suggest some
disproportions which are of interest. Remember that what we are
saying no* is not scientific conclusion, hut rather merely a
epeculatien on the best evidence we have - suggestive rather than
absolute, a guide line until we get something better. Take, for
example, the location of the auOience. Rere is the latest RL
estimate Of receiving sets in different states of the Soviet
Union , Plotted against the RL listener evidence of all kinds
for the first two quarters of 1962, and against the sources
of audience mail for the year ending June 30, 13621



Receivers	 Listener evidence,
(millions)	 tirst 2. ouartere. 1962

Audience Mail
July, 1961 -

June t 1962

R.S.F.S.R. 11.2	 61 37

Ukrainian OR 3*2 48 55

Byelorussi $Sit .3 6 7
Koldavian	 R .2 I 3
Lithuanian .3 11 10

Latvian .4 5 3
Xstenian .2 1

Georgian .2 1

Azerbaijan .3

Armenian .2

Kazakh .5

Uzbek .5

Kirghiz .1 1

Tadzhik .1

Turkmen .1

To the extent that this table is reliable, therefore, it appears
that the fa. listeners who revealed themselves during this recent
period have been concentrated in the western and the Baltic provinces;
and by comparing the amount of evidence with the number of radio
receivers in each province, it can be seen that the proportion of
listeners who have revealed themselves has been considerably higher
in the Ukraine, Byelorussia, Lithuania and Latvia, than in the
Russian Republic itself. Can we believe that this is a true miniature
of the RL audience? lo, because it may merely reflect the ease with
which we cian make contact with the audience. But it is at least a
suggestive guideline. We can't believe it in the same way we
believe a measurement made on a ecientific sample, but we can
believe it more confidently than an armchair estimate. It is at
least a: good guess that the audience is disproportionately concentrated
in these provinces.

The point I am making is that we have some suggestive guidelines
in the evidence, but no data such as we usually expect when we akk

for a "prefile" of an audience, or the "image" of a station or an
institution in the west.

We cen t therefore, make an educated guess that the audience is
diverse, and a somewhat shakier guess that it may be concentrated
more heavily in certain parts of the 3oviet Union than in others.
We arCatill shakier ground when we try to say anything about what
a broadeaet does to the audience. In general, the evidence is
emsouragtng. There is reason to believe the station is getting
through, at some times and some places, despite the jamming.
Audience Mail is heavy for this type of station operating against
the extreme opposition !IL faces. Mail and interviews indicate that

!saws+ tiesmob ngsA1114% in iltm lksal.Ars+ miwma wom am.mikarval



• Xverything indicates that the Soviet government and
t grateful for them. But we must not try to build
of effect on such small foundations. Rather the

ust be, as in the past, to make (a) the best analysis
• of conditions, attitudes. , and needs in the Soviet Union,
RL's broadcasts fit into them, (b) the best analysis we can

• slowly growing heap of direct contacts with listeners,
) to illuminate and inform (a) and then feel back into

policy' and practice.

e direct your attention to one or two little nuggets In
(ewe which should be very encouraging to a person like
responsible for an international broadcast. This is

that Max to probably too modest to tell you about himself.
m some interviews he obtained with a group of repatriates

oviet Union. I understand that the fact of the existence
terviews is not something we talk about at present, and

I shall not identify them further. The interesting part
of the data, from our present point of view, relates to how such
these peo4le knew about events outside the Soviet Union, and what
attitudes they formed toward western policies or Cold War contentions,
during th time they were in the Soviet Union. The central fact 16
that the eople in this group Who listened to western broadcasts
not only new muoh more about events outside the U.S.S.R., but also
had formed attitudes which were much *ore favorable to our policies
and pointa of view..

This, of course, does not prove causality. We don't know, from
that evidenos alone, whether these people were simply more alert
and better informed aeyway, and therefore listened to western broad-
whets, or whether the western broadcasts made them better informed,
or whether there was some inter„,action. But lot us analyse the
situation a little further. Were the listeners previously better
informed and more alert? The best evidence we have concernixag that
is their idusational level. Better educated people usually read
more, and are more inte:asted in public affairs and distant events.
Therefore, let us hold the educational level of those people constant,
and see whether there is still a difference between listeners and
non.listeners to western broadcasts. Rsre is a table which we put
together frem Max's data. In reading it, you should compare, in each
educational level, listeners with the nor-listeners.
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This la a very intereating table, because it makes clear
that the listeners had different knowledge and attitudes from
non-list viers, regardless of education and of the different reading
habits, "aerosta t and alertness that go with more education.
So we ar a little gore confident that perhaps listening to western
broadcas a doss make a difference. but there is another element,
at least that night enter into this interaction. That is
politica alertness; south people may simply be more alert politi-
cally, d therefore will seek sore political information in all
ways.	 e best way we have to control that element is to -Ovid.
the samp * into individuals who had once been Partisans and those.
Os* had ot.. Ti, can suppose, with sons confidence, that the Partizans
would re sin mere political interestneas and alertness than the
others. So lot 40 continue to hold educational differenoee constant,
and see bother it is only the "Partisans who show a differeree
between ttitudea and information in listeners and aoaslistsners.
Here is tha table, put together from Max's datat

Knew thent
Soviet vol-
unteers in
Rgypt?

D0,4 U#»54.

have
peaceful
intentions':

Are U.S.
bases
gressively
intended?

"..0011410.1P 
3 years r less

Partisans;
Liateners
Non-Listeners

Won-l'artisans
LiSteners
!ion-Listeners

3 through 6 years
Partisans:

Listeners
Not-Listeners

Nor-Partisans:
Lieteners
Bon.Listanors

More than 6 years
Partisans;

Listeners,
Not-Listeners

Nor-Partisans;
Listeners
bon-Listeners
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u will look at that table, comparing in each ease the
with the non-listeners, you will see that Oerever a

n ie possible the same difference appears; the listeners
a of educatlon and of Partisen political aetivity know
the non-listeners about foreign events and have more
attitudes toward the West.

i.e another element which might enter in. It is the
role played by the sexes in some . cultures. That is,

ocieties women are not expected to seek political inf or-
have politic-al ideas. It is, of course, true that there

rent proportions of women in the listeners and the non-
• Therefore, we continued to hold eduoation constant,
compared the male listeners with the male non-listeners,
emale listeners with the female non-listeners. I shael
having to read another table. The result wae exectly

• Regardless whether the listeners were men or women,
more than the noneliateners about events in the nest,

more favorable attitudes toward the West.

These are not necessarily the only variables that enter into
the relationship we have found. But what we have been ahle to
do is to eliminate several of the most powerful variables that --
apart from listening to western radio -- might make for these
attitudeeal and knowledge differences. In other words, it looks
as thougb the act of listening has more to do with the situation
than do the eersenal elements in the situation. It is very hard,
therefore, looking at these data, to say that listening to
weatern radio does not eake a difference. And it seems to ma
that the implications of this little bit of evidence out of
your Audience Research DiViSiOA ought to be immensely encourage
ing to you in your responsibility as a Western broadcaster.

now let me turn to a part of the Audience Research activity
where we can speak more positively. This concerns the jewel
evaluatiens. tax and 1 hive talked this over at great length,
and I want to a meeting with the Radio people which mostly
coecerned the same problems 1 don't believe there is any
essential disagreement with the following position;

1. Program evaluation is essential. Lacking the feedback
a westere station gets from direct audience contacts, you need
the best possible substitute for it, in order to keep from
playing hlineman l e buff.

2. Rowever, you probably need two kinds ef program evaluation..
04. is oeiefly for the use of the men who are building or re-
building programs, and coneists of clo gs study of several con-
secutive appearances of the same program. This is difficult
thing to get done with the kind of panels you have available.
It requires panelists qualified for the particular program,
and spooled, questions related to the program. But it is clearly
useful, end I should think you might start on it with analyses
of sweetie programs in the next few months.
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are is also a second kind of panel evaluation you
oh might be called quality control. As the preceding
oetly to help programmera and producers, so this
nd is for the general quidance of the administrators
isory board of iLL. As the preceding type should

to on single programs, so this latter type should
to on the programs as they hopefully are heard -- that

nt of broacoast time. This, too, is very Useful'
ot, I don't believe you could sleep well at nights

he assurance that it i.e going on.

(The present panel evaluations attempt to do
both these tasks, but are perhaps more useful
for quality control than for individual program
study, inasmuch as they nay pick up only one
appearance or a few scatteredappearancea of
a given program. In any case, you know some
of the problems of- getting critical informa-
tion into the "blood stream" of a production
organisation, and you know therefore that
criticism which is desired by the user, and
which he helps to order, will be more likely
to be accepted than criticism which seems to
come from the outside. This itself would he a
good reason to try the evaluations of individual
programs - number (2).)

4 . *mover, if you are going to use quality oontrol, you
may as well use tho method of quality control which .american
iadastryhas almost universally adopted - that is, probability
sampling of the output. Max knows how to do this, and there
is a good chance that it might save you some of the time
prosontly given to evaluation. MAX AAA tell when the results
reach the point of stability, and determine on that basin how
large a aample is needed.

I have one more thing to say about evaluation. During
this last year, Max synt%esised all previous panel evaluations
of the prograna into ton "rules" or "most common faults."
This is in important development, 'because it represents a move
from the empiricism and changeability of individual criticism
toward the stability and broad applicability of theory. I
don't think you ought to lose that advantage. 4hy not have a
special evaluation sometime this year' Assemble a Panel to
study a week of RL in terms of how well these ten common
faults are being avoided. If the record is clean - fine.
If it isn't, which faults are still being found? And than
get out a short version of the "ten oommandments" with examples,
for all new programmers -- and perhaps for old ones, too.
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This hatter is already too long. Let me conclude by saying
simply t4at I think you have a solid Audience Research operation,

 znderder great difficulties. I see no changes in methods
that would make a sudden and spectacular difference, and I
think yoUr Director is well aware of the chief targets, the
road to4rd them, the ways those roads can be made a bit
smoother and More direct. it is always helpful to expose the
problem bo new eyes, and for that reason such a meeting as I
suggested might be useful. But I feel you can be confident
that work i.e going forward in a solid and intelligent gay, to
claims ae being made that should not be made, and the effort
is in go d hands.

Sincerely yours,

Wilbur Schnamm

va/ 0

cot E.,	 ::3
Mr. Bertrataias
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Endl.



DRAFT

In the few summer weeks from July to September this year

m4Ne than 25 million copies of Soviet daily, weekly, and

m4th17 publications carried virulent attacks on the American

Committee. These attacks were not by any sow limited to

minor, regional publications, but consisted in some cases

of four or five-column articles in such key Party organs as

jeveetin, and AiNettlawatetak. Neither paper

ink was spared in the Party propagandists' attain* to

warn readers of the urgent need to be on their dueled against

Wait anti-Soviet activities of the American Committee.

In the midst of stern economic difficulties, particularly

in agriculture, the psychological climate in the Soviet Union

during the summer of 1962 IMO narked by a clash between the

popular prassmies for relaxation and liberalisation on the

one hand, and the tighteninv-up of political control at governments].

and Party levels on the other. Within this context, Soviet

media attacks on the American Committee fit as clearly into

the pattern of Soviet defensive behavior as do the imp-reaped

jamming of Western broadcasts, the apparent intensification
of Soviet censorship, and the significant reduction in

Soviet tourism to dii Western countries. Wader these general

condition* research into the foreign radio listening behavior

and psychological make-up of Radio Liberty's audience in the

target areas faced new odds in the course of the last twelve

noethe.



Despite these diffieulties, however, over 30 per cent more

stidenees of listening to Radio Liberty wore obtained during

t4e period between November* 1961, and October* 1962, than in

the comparable period last year * This brings the number of

Riidie Liberty listener reactions gathered during the past

111 mouths to 373, which is signifleently more than the total

4ber of reactions to DDO Russisap.landMaill broadcasts,

+vied by the DDO audience resserah staff during 1961.
1
I Just over half the resistless to Radio Liberty programs

rs1lorded this year are nail responses from listeners in the

itaget area; those represent an almost 100 per cent increase

ovor the total volute of listener mail that reached se lest

y4r* Despite evidence of Lacrosse& nail interception*

203 letters or postcards were received in just under a year*

in the was* of February, 1962 Oa rate was mar* than one

letter a day, whereas in February, 1961 fivw letters minket

us* and in February, 1960 nem This market increase in nail

reeponess, moreover, was aeoempanied by a number of brave

and encouraging actioas by Soviet citizens.

A listener in the Lithuanian SSR, for instance* enclosed

two ballots from the March 18, 1962, •leetions to th• Supreme

Soviet in an envelope mailed to Radio Liberty. On the ballot

forms he had crossed out the names of the offioial candidates

and had substituted instead the word "Liberty". An squally

heartening message was reoeived from a listener near Moscow,

who,wrotes



*You pat an end to my spiritual searehinge and

sufferings. It is a pity that our liberty and

deneermir will step this pis** of paper at the

frontier barrier..."

In a similar vein a listener tram the Soviet oapital

+ass

0Weed I Say how pleasant it is to hear a native

Russian voioe, when on. "rottenly Peels the breath

of humanity, of pervading hope, of a searching

and at craving to find the path for whieh we are

all looking as equals...I moat to thank yea noble

initiators 'teach * sensible work..."

Evidence that Redie Liberty's broadcasts are having a

graving and lasting West ta the target area is Shama LK

twO letters received during the pest few ee4the• In age,

dated September 12, 1962, from a group of listeners in Kiev,

we reads

"Porsonally, and on behalf of my friends, I should

like to thank you vow mak for your work...Tour

talks and advice are being renambarod mad are

giving us strength and, hop* in a better future.

Do net spare your efforts for us young peoples

they are worth acre than geld. Do not grudge your

work our goal is the saws. We believe that this

hell will moo to an end, end that you, yourself, will

live to realise the fruits of your work."
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dual adveatage of stimulating interest in the programs and

of providing useful information on prevailing opinions and

atitudes in the target area,

Feedback, however, is not limited to mail responses a14WW;

I ie received al* from Soviet eitisens who are interviewed in

"tern sountriesg it Gems, via Western visitors to the USSR,

from Soviet oitisens in their ova country, Iron Soviet

defectors, and from non-Russian repatriates returning to

Western *gantries free the USSR. la all, personal contact

with mere than 1000 present or farmer residents of the USSR

provided the basis of the feedback information that reached as

&Irina the past year.

Rost of this data same from Moscow, Leningrad, and

Western parts of the USSR, from the Ukraine, the Raltio

republic's, and the satellite eountries. In addition, ow

oases of listening to Ratio Libor* and reactions to the

programs were reported in such remote places as the village

of Irossheyeloka in Amur Oblast near the Soviet-Chinese border,

01ukhowka in the Maritime Ryer near the Sea of Japan, Prunse

ie the Nisghis SSR, Iremaerarek in the heart of Siberia,

Aromas in Varasitotar Iry between the Sea of Amoy and the

Caspian Sea, Vrelek in the Issekh SRN, end Stavropol in the

low thorn esseases.



Data gathered in the course of the year reaffirmed previous

findings indicating that the majority of Radio Liberty's

listeners are under 40 years of age and that they are

r4presented in all major occupational groups. We find them

a4ong students and among retired persons; among the technical,

scientific, and cultural intelligentsia; among industrial

ad agricultural worker°, among members of the armed forces

and merchant fleet; among the non-employed and among

entertainers. This feedback is probably the most encouraging

and most important hews of the year. The story of the Asle

that Radio Liberty is playing in the shaping of public opinion

in the USSR today is shown both in the vigor of the statements

made by the few Who dare to write or speak out frankly and in

the fact that these audience responses come from scattered

demographic areas and from diversified sociological population

groups.

The impact of Radio Liberty broadcasts on Soviet military

personnel emerged again and again. 'everal of the letters

received by the station during the past year came from Soviet

soldiers stationed in Eastern Germany or Poland. A Soviet

major from andauov, Ukrainian SSE, revealed that, although he

himself listened to Radio Liberty,, , the men in his unit were

forbidden to tune in to Western stations. He went on to say

that during the first six months of their eerwiee recruits are

leotured regularly on the evils of foreign radio listening,

and addeds "The six months are a protective measure. Of course,
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ncit all of the recruits have heard Western stations, but those

who have contaminate the others, and this we have to stop."

A recent study on the foreign radio listening habits

of Soviet citizens, conducted by an Amerioan Committee team at

tt, e Eighth World louth Festival in Helsinki, emphasizes

pievious audience research findings to the effect that

ists are as likely to be found in Radio Liberty's audience

as non-communists. During this festival, which was held

between :uly 28 and August 6, 1962, more than 500 Soviet

citizens were contacted by our field team, and the topic of

fSreign radio listening Was discussed with 121 of these. Of

this latter group, 51 persona admitted listening to Radio

Liberty. Two revealing findings in this connection were that

the majority of these respondents appeared to be staunch

supporters of the soviet regime, and that listening to Radio

Liberty was admitted mere frequently among Party officials and

professional men each as lawyers and doctors than among *embers

of any other occupational group.

The questioh of Soviet jamming of foreign radio stations was

a frequent topic of discussion both in audience mail and in

conversations with Soviet citizens. Whereas strong jamming

of Radio Liberty was confirmed by listeners located in widely

scattered areas of the USSR, increasing evidence was received

that many Soviet citizens have developed:, anti-jamming deviees
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and adapters to improve the audibility of Radio Liberty

programs. A recent visitor to the Ukrainian SSR reported,

fOr instance, that wires were used in conjunction with "some

kind of acid" to minimize jamming. Similar results were

claimed by a December 1961 returnee from the Soviet Union

whip described a method of tuning in two sets simultaneously

on the same wave length. is in the past, the only listeners

who failed to condemn jamming were a few Party officials or

members of the teaching profession who claimed that it was

necessary in order to protect the younger generation from the

dangers of foreign radio listening. Most of those listeners

who wrote letters to the station appeared to share the views

of a group of Soviet citizens who wrote in May, 19624

"The people are exasperated not by what you are

saying, as Khruahchev maintains, but by the fact

that Western broadcasts 4re jammed. Let them (the

jammers) rage; the truth cannot be stifled."

Program Evaluation

One in five of the Ruesian-language programs broadcast by

Radio Liberty during the past twelve months was submitted to

outside reviewers for critical evaluation. In all, a total

of 76 days programming was r6;viewed in this way. Forty of these

programs were auditioned and reviewed by an average of 20

Soviet Affairs specialists or former soviet ciUzens who left
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the USSR within the last six years. This year our panel of

former Soviet citizens was strengthened by the addition of

th*ee new members, two of whom left the Soviet Union as

reCently as 1961. One of the new additions is a highelevel

Swiriet engineer who defected from his assignment with UNESCO,

anather is a film-producer who arrived in the West only

10 months ago, and the third is a Rusaian-language teacher

wha worked in Soviet schools until 1960.

Altogether 4465 separate programming parts were reviewed by

our evaluation panels during the year. '4e are at present

wo*king on a scheme to streamline this routine program evaluation

effort by introeucing a quelity control system based an Vee

random selection of audition days. Concurrently, special

evaluation studies of programming series are being prepared to

meet the needs ofteieprogrammers in gathering detailed reactions

to such regular features its2 "The Land Awaits" and "Russia

Yeeterday, Today! and Tomorrow." It is expected that these series

can be improved as a result of detailed analytical reviews by

a -number of panelietse

The program evaluation effort during the past year was not

limited to routine reviews by panels. A number of outside

coneultants also contributed to this work and made many worthwhile

suggestions for improving the effectiveness, content, and

delivery techniquee of the station's daily output. A Harvard

Unveraity historian specializing in Soviet minorities,

Professor Richard Pipes, reviewed blocks of programs emanating



frOm Radio Liberty's Moslem desks and made some encouraging

prOgramming suggestions. Professor Ithiel de Fsela Pool of

M.I.T., who specialises in American-Soviet relations and

oolmunications media, set down his impressions of a number of the

station's Ruseian-language scripts.

A staff study, entitled "Obvious and Hidden Flaws in

Radio Liberty Russian Programs" attempted to synthesise panel

evaluations over a tan.-month period and to move from the

empiricism and changeability of individual criticism toward

the stability and broad applicability of theory. One of the

benefits gained from this last analysis of over 2600 individual

evaluations of specific program parte, based on 127 days of

Radio Liberty's RWASLA broadcasts, was the provision of a

yardstick for measuring future programming performance. It is

intended that sample programs Should be tested on these lines

every six months.


